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New Types Of Handmade Earrings Jewelry On Www.bjbead.com

Earrings,fashion earrings,discount earrings,handmade earrings,charm earrings,pearl earrings,gemstone
earrings,crystal earrings,coral earrings,shell earrings,turquoise earrings,wholesale earrings from china.

Sept. 17, 2009 - PRLog -- Earrings are jewelry attached to the ear through a piercing in the earlobe or some
other external part of the ear.Earrings are worn by both sexes. In western cultures, earrings have
traditionally been worn primarily by women.
http://www.bjbead.com/earrings/ 
Fashion apparel and fine tolerance makeup can make you a new look, but a unique simple and elegant
earrings,then they can make you become the focus, .Select a set of earrings for your own and do unique
charm of woman, flaunt a distinctive self! Stylish pretty girls always like to use sweet and lovely earrings to
make them look more beautiful,The diamond earrings with lovely delicate items can be worn for all
occasions.
In fact, do not look down earrings, earrings can give you different feelings on different occasions,They can
show your personality and lively on the parties,show elegance on the banquet,make you sparkle starlight
when you accept the award, in fact,this is so magical earrings, earrings can match your act according to
circumstances.Girls can become more beautiful and elegant if earrings are worn properly.
Now let's see the different types of fashion earrings :
Hoop earrings - hoop earrings are circular or semi-circular in design, and look very similar to a ring. They
are often constructed of metal tubing, with a thin wire attachment penetrating the ear.
Dangle earrings - Dangle earrings are designed to flow from the bottoms of the earlobes, and are available
in various lengths from a centimeter or two, all the way to brushing the shoulders.
http://www.bjbead.com/gemstone-earring/ 
Huggy earrings - Huggies are a popular style of earring where the setting actually 'hugs' your earlobe.
These can come in different shapes and sizes, from hearts to rectangles.
Slave earrings - The slave earring is also called a "Bajoran earring", which became highly popular after it
appeared on Star Trek. It is a rarely seen type of earring in which a stud is connected by a delicate chain to
an ear cuff (see below) or a cartilage pierce worn higher on the ear.
Ear Thread - Or Earththreader, Ear String, Threader, a chain that is thin enough to slip into the ear hole, and
come back out, dangles. Sometimes, people add beads or other materials on to the chain, so the chain
dangles with beads below the ear.
Ear Spikes - A type of plastic stick 1 mm in diameter and 1.5 cm long that goes into the ear piercing. It does
not fall out because it is slightly bigger than the piercing. It is quite popular amongst teenage and preteen
girls in Hong Kong, as most schools do not even allow stud earrings. 

http://www.bjbead.com are discount jewelry Manufactory and exporter from China,we specialize in
wholesale jewelry,discount fashion jewelry, including,handmade jewelry, china jewelry, cheap costume
jewelry, fashion jewelry such as discount pearl jewelry,discount gemstone jewelry,discount turquoise
jewelry,discount coral jewelry,discount shell jewelry,discount crystal jewelry, and other jewelry with
discount necklace, discount bracelet, discount earrings and more.

Please input your sole discount coupon code (Bj5105) when place order.Then you can enjoy the special
discount policy:
100usd, a discount of 2%; 
300usd, a discount of 4%; 
500usd, a discount of 6%; 
800usd, a discount of 8%; 
1000usd, a discount of 10%; 
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And more than 1500usd, a discount of 12%.

# # #

Wholesale jewelry, supply vast kinds of styles handmade jewelry,mainly engage in wholesale handmade
jewelry such as wholesale crystal ,wholesale pearl ,wholesale gemstone,wholesale costume jewelry
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